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Abstract11

Timed automata are a powerful model for the analysis of real time systems. The optimal infinite12

scheduling problem for double-priced timed automata is concerned with finding infinite runs13

of a system whose long term cost to reward ratio is minimal. Due to the state-space explosion14

occurring when discretising a timed automaton, exact computation of the optimal infinite ratio is15

infeasible. This paper describes the implementation and evaluation of ant colony optimisation for16

approximating the optimal schedule for a given double-priced timed automaton. The application17

of ant colony optimisation to the corner-point abstraction of the automaton proved generally18

less e�ective than a random method. The best found optimisation method was obtained by19

formulating the choice of time delays in a cycle of the automaton as a linear program and20

utilizing ant colony optimisation in order to determine a sequence of profitable discrete transitions21

comprising an infinite behaviour.22
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1 Introduction26

Many systems exhibit behaviour that is dependent not only on the ordering of a sequence27

of events, but also the precise time at which these events occur. These are known as real28

time systems, and include such things as industrial plants which may carry out a set of29

sub-processes each of which requires di�erent resources for a specific duration of time, or30

communication protocols where messages are sent and received with the restriction that31

at any given time the communication medium can only be used by one of these actions.32

The analysis of real time systems is important for ensuring the behaviour of these systems33

meets the required specifications. In particular, for cases such as industrial plants, it is also34

desirable that the long term behaviour of these systems is profitable, that is the cost to35

reward ratio of the system behaviour is minimised. Timed automata is a powerful model for36

performing such analysis of these systems. A timed automaton models a real time system as37

a set of states with transitions between them, alongside a set of real valued clock variables38

that count up uniformly in real time. The taking of transitions is dependent on the values of39

the clocks, and can reset some of the clocks when taken. The model has bee extended to be40

able to describe qualitative aspects of systems behaviours, such as costs and rewards.41
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23:2 Population Based Methods for Timed Automata

The optimal infinite scheduling problem for timed automata is concerned with finding the42

behaviour of a system that minimised the long term ratio of the operating cost to the obtained43

rewards. Solving this problem is particularly useful when modelling an industrial process,44

as the profitable operation of such a system is typically a key goal in its design. However,45

due to the state-space explosion that can occur when modelling all potential behaviours of a46

real time system, finding the exact solution the optimal infinite scheduling problem generally47

proves infeasible. Instead, this paper focuses on developing methods for finding approximate48

solutions to the problem. In particular, the use of population based metaheuristics such as49

ant colony optimisation as a means of e�ciently exploring the candidate behaviours of a real50

time system. By expressing the timed component of the optimal infinite scheduling problem51

as a linear program that can be exactly solved relatively e�ciently, these techniques give an52

e�ective method for approximating the optimal behaviour of a given system.53

2 Preliminaries54

In this section we will present the preliminary definitions required for this paper.55

2.1 Timed Automata56

Clocks, Valuations, and Constraints: Before formally defining a timed automaton it is57

necessary to introduce the clock variables on which their behaviour depends. A set of clocks58

X is a finite set of variables {x0, . . . , xn} taking values in the non-negative real numbers59

RØ0. A clock valuation is a function v : X æ RØ0 assigning to each clock its current value.60

0 denotes the valuation that assigns 0 to all clocks. The reset operation on a clock valuation61

v by a subset X of X , denoted v[X := 0], gives the valuation v
Õ where the clocks in X are62

set to 0, while the other clocks remain unchanged. For a real number ”, the delay of v by63

”, denoted v + ” gives the valuation where ” has been added to the value of each clock,64

i.e. (v + ”)(x) = v(x) + ”. C(X ) denotes the set of clock constraints over X . These are65

conjunctions of atomic constraints of the form x ÛÙ c or x ≠ y ÛÙ c where x, y œ X , c œ Z and66

ÛÙ œ {<, >, Æ, Ø}. A clock valuation v satisfies a clock constraint g if the value of each clock67

under v satisfies each atomic constraint comprising g, if so we write v ✏ g. A clock constraint68

is said to be diagonal free if it is the conjunction of atomic constraints that only place upper69

and lower bounds on individual clocks, and does not directly restrict the di�erence between70

any pair of clocks.71

I Definition 1 (Timed Automaton). A timed automaton A is defined to be a tuple72

(Q, q0, X , �, E, I), where73

Q is a finite set of discrete locations.74

q0 œ Q is the starting location.75

X is a set of clocks.76

� is a finite alphabet of actions.77

E µ Q ◊ � ◊ C(X ) ◊ 2X ◊ Q is a relation defining the jumps between locations. e =78

(q, –, G, X, q
Õ) represents a jump from the location q to q

Õ by taking the action –. G is79

the guard on e: a diagonal free clock constraint that must be satisfied by the current80

clock valuation in order for the jump to be taken. X is the subset of clocks to be reset to81

0 when the jump is taken.82

I : Q æ C(X ) assigns to each location an invariant condition that must be satisfied at all83

times while in that location. Like the guards on the jumps, each location invariant must84

be diagonal free.85
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A state of a timed automaton A is a pair (q, v) with q œ Q and v a valuation over X .86

The execution of A gives a transition system over the infinite space of possible states with87

two types of transitions:88

A delay transition from a state (q, v) has the form (q, v) ”≠æ (q, v + ”). This transition89

represents the automaton idling in location q for a duration of ”, provided the state90

continues to satisfy the invariant condition of the location, that is v + t satisfies I(q) for91

all 0 Æ t Æ ”.92

A discrete transition with respect to a jump e = (q, –, G, X, q
Õ) œ E from a state (q, v)93

has the form (q, v) e≠æ (qÕ
, v

Õ), where v
Õ = v[X := 0], v satisfies G and v

Õ satisfies I(qÕ).94

This represents the automaton taking action – in q resulting in the jump to q
Õ provided95

the guard on e is satisfied by v and the invariant at q
Õ is satisfied by v

Õ.96

A finite run of A is a finite sequence fl = (q0, 0) ”1≠æ e1≠æ s1

”2≠æ e2≠æ . . .
”n≠æ en≠æ sn where each97

si≠1

”i≠æ ei≠æ si is a delay-transition (possibly of 0 duration) followed by a discrete-transition.98

This definition can be extended to infinite runs of A by extending fl to be an infinite sequence.99

2.1.1 Double-Priced Timed Automata and Optimal Infinite Scheduling100

The model of timed automata has been extended in various ways to model di�erent aspects101

of real time systems. A common extension is to associate a price with each location and102

jump; a cost is accrued for each unit of time spent in a location, as well as for each jump103

taken [3]. The accumulated cost of runs of the automaton can then be analysed, for example104

the minimum cost reachability of certain states [2]. In 2008, Bouyer, Brinksma and Larsen105

proposed the model of double-priced timed automata: a timed automaton extended with106

two price functions: costs and rewards [4]. This model was designed for the purpose of107

analysing the infinite behaviours of systems via their long term cost to reward ratio. The108

minimisation of this ratio for long term behaviours is called the optimal infinite scheduling109

problem. The solutions to this problem are of particular interest when considering systems110

that need to perform a series of operations indefinitely, such as industrial processes where111

the operator would want the long term rewards to exceed the costs. We now formally define112

a double-priced timed automaton:113

I Definition 2 (Double-Priced Timed Automaton). A double-priced timed automaton (DPTA)114

A is a tuple (Q, q0, X , �, E, I, Cost, Reward) where115

(Q, q0, X , �, E, I) defines a timed automaton as defined in definition 1.116

Cost : (Q fi E) æ N is a function assigning to each jump a cost and to each location a cost117

rate.118

Reward : (Q fi E) æ N is a function assigning to each jump a reward and to each location119

a reward rate.120

The transition system of a DPTA are identical to that of a timed automaton. However121

each transition now has an associated cost and reward. A delay transition (q, v) ”≠æ (q, v + ”)122

has cost Cost(q) · ” and reward Reward(q) · ”, that is each time unit spent in location q123

contributes an amount equal to its cost or reward rate. A discrete transition (q, v) e≠æ (qÕ
, v

Õ)124

simply has the cost and reward Cost(e) and Reward(e) respectively. Given a finite run of125

a DPTA fl = (q0, 0) ”1≠æ e1≠æ (q1, v1) ”2≠æ e2≠æ . . .
”n≠æ en≠æ (qn, vn) we define the cost of the run126

as the sum of the costs of each transition: Cost(fl) =
qn

i=1
(Cost(ei) + Cost(qi≠1 · ”i). The127

reward of a finite a run is defined similarly. The ratio of a run is simply the cost divided128

by the reward: Ratio(“) = Cost(“)/Reward(“). For infinite runs, we consider the limit of129
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the ratio as the run progresses. For an infinite run fl = (q0, 0) ”1≠æ e1≠æ (q1, v1) ”2≠æ e2≠æ . . ., let130

fln be the prefix of fl consisting of the first n transitions. The ratio of the run is defined as131

Ratio(fl) := lim
næŒ

Ratio(fln). To ensure that the ratios of all infinite runs of the DPTA exist,132

we require that the automaton be strongly reward diverging: for every infinite run fl, we have133

lim
næŒ

Reward(fln) = Œ, i.e an infinite number of actions leads to an infinite reward.134

We now define the optimal infinite scheduling problem for DPTA. Given a strongly reward135

diverging DPTA A = (Q, q0, X , �, E, I, Cost, Reward), let � be the set of all infinite runs of136

A. The optimal infinite scheduling problem is to determine the lower bound on achievable137

cost to reward ratios of infinite runs of the automaton: Ratio
ú = inf{Ratio(fl) | fl œ �}. Note138

that there may not be a run of A with this ratio, but instead a family of runs such that their139

ratio becomes arbitrarily close to Ratio
ú. Bouyer, Brinksma and Larsen have shown that140

the optimal infinite scheduling problem is computable and is PSPACE-complete [4].141

While the region abstraction defined by Alur and Dill preserves reachability properties [1],142

it does not preserve the ratios of infinite runs as the duration of timed transitions is abstracted143

away. In their proof of the computability of the optimal infinite scheduling problem, Bouyer,144

Brinksma and Larsen introduce an extension of the region abstraction that does preserve this145

property called the corner point abstraction [4]. Let A = (Q, q0, X , �, E, I, Cost, Reward) be146

a DPTA with |X | = k. We also require that the reachable clock-space of A is bounded, that147

is there exists a constant M such that for all reachable clock-valuations v, v(x) Æ M for all148

clocks x in X . A corner point is an element a = (a1, . . . , ak) of Nk, which can be thought149

of as a clock valuation. If (q, R) is a region of A, a corner point a is associated with (q, R)150

if a lies in the closure of R. Interpreting R as a polyhedron in the clock space, then the151

corner points associated with R are the vertices of the closure of that polyhedron. The corner152

point abstraction of A is a double-weighted graph over with vertices of the form (q, R, a)153

where (q, R) is a region and a is a corner point associated with (q, R). The edges of the154

graph represent either discrete or delay transitions of the automaton. The edges have two155

weights - a cost and a reward corresponding to the cost and reward of the transition in the156

original automaton. For each jump e = (qsrc, –, G, X, qdest) of A, for every vertex (q, R, a)157

such that q = qsrc and R satisfies the guard G, then there is an edge from this vertex to the158

unique vertex (qÕ
, R

Õ
, a

Õ) such that q
Õ = qdest, R

Õ = R[X := 0] and a
Õ = a[X := 0]. This edge159

has weights Cost(e) and Reward(e). There are two types of edges corresponding to delay160

transitions in the corner point abstraction:161

Given two vertices (q, R, a) and (q, R, a + 1) (i.e a + 1 is a immediate time successor of a),162

there is an edge between them with weights Cost(q) and Reward(q) as this corresponds163

to a delay of 1 time unit in location q.164

Given two vertices (q, R, a) and (q, R
Õ
, a) with the region R

Õ being a time successor of R,165

there is an edge between the vertices with cost and reward equal to 0, as this is a delay166

of zero duration.167

A path through the corner point abstraction corresponds to a run of the automaton, with168

corresponding accumulated cost and reward. However, the only delay transitions represented169

in the corner-point abstraction are those of duration z + ‘ where z is a non-negative integer170

and ‘ is some real number with |‘| << 1. Bouyer, Brinksma and Larsen [4] prove that these171

transitions are su�cient, and that the corner point abstraction is sound and complete with172

respect to the optimal infinite scheduling problem for double priced timed automata, i.e.173

that the optimal ratio of infinite paths in the corner point abstraction is equal to Ratio
ú in174

the corresponding DPTA. The optimal infinite scheduling problem can therefore be reduced175

to finding the minimum cost to reward ratio cycle in the corner point abstraction. If the176

corner point abstraction has V vertices and E edges, then the best known algorithm for this177
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problem - Burn’s Algorithm has time complexity O(V 2
E) [7]. As the number of vertices178

in the corner point abstraction is proportional to the number of regions of the automaton,179

which has an upper bound of |Q| · |X |! · 2|X | ·
r

xœX (2cx + 2) as seen above, applying this180

method does not give a feasible algorithm for most automata.181

A possible approach to e�ectively solving the optimal infinite scheduling problem is to use182

a zone-based abstraction that preserves the optimal ratio of runs, rather than a region-based183

one. David et al. have constructed such a method specifically for the case of timed automata184

with only one clock [8]. Their method is based on strong time abstracting bisimulations185

(STABs)- a zone based method of partitioning the state space of an automaton into zones186

that have equivalent behaviour [15]. In the one clock case zones are simply intervals of187

non-negative real numbers. David et al. [8] define an abstraction based on the end points188

of these intervals and prove that it preserves the optimal infinite ratio. The procedure of189

constructing this abstraction and finding the optimal ratio has complexity O(|Q|·(|Q|+|E|)6),190

which is much more feasible than using the corner point abstraction. However, most real191

time systems require the use of several clocks to e�ectively model their behaviour. This192

work has not currently been extended to the case with more than one clock, and so there is193

a lack of e�ective algorithms for solving the optimal infinite scheduling problem for timed194

automata with two or more clocks. Additionally, in the worst case the size of a STAB of a195

timed automaton is as large as that of the region abstraction, so even given a STAB based196

method, the computation of the optimal infinite ratio wil still be infeasible.197

2.2 Population Based Metaheuristics198

For many optimisation problems, especially those of high complexity, an exact solution is not199

required. Instead an approximate solution is often su�cient. In this case, we can make use200

of heuristic algorithms to rapidly explore the state-space of the problem to find a solution201

that is good enough, but not provably optimal. As demonstrated in the previous section,202

the complexity of the optimal infinite scheduling problem for double-priced timed automata203

is typically too great to admit an exhaustive search of the state-space, and so the use of204

heuristics is a suitable method for compromising precision for computational e�ciency in205

this domain.206

2.2.1 Ant Colony Optimisation207

Ant colony optimisation is a population based metaheuristic first developed by Marco Dorigo208

in 1996 as a method of determining approximate solutions to the travelling salesman problem209

[9]. The method is inspired by the way ants utilize pheromone in order to communicate the210

best path between their nest and a food source. Ant colony optimisation is typically used for211

combinatorial optimisation problems consisting of a finite set of discrete decisions, such as212

finding traversals of graphs, but it has been extended to problems in continuous domains213

[12].214

Ant colony optimisation operates by simulating a population of agents representing215

artificial ants. To illustrate we will suppose we have a combinatorial optimisation problem216

given as finding a traversal of a graph G = {V, E} with V being the set of vertices and E217

the set of edges. We have some objective function over the traversals of the graph that we218

are trying to optimize. As each possible solution is a traversal, the discrete decisions are219

the choice of which edge to take at each point. The artificial ants communicate and make220

decisions based on a pheromone function: Pheromone : E æ RØ0, a function assigning to221

each edge in a non-negative real number which represents the concentration of pheromone222

CVIT 2016
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on that edge. A high pheromone concentration means that traversals including that edge223

evaluated well under the objective function. At a decision point is more likely to take an224

edge with a higher concentration of pheromone.225

The overall algorithm operates over a series of iterations. Within each iteration each226

ant in the population builds a solution by first being placed at a starting vertex, and then227

taking edges one by one according to a state transition rule. After taking an edge, the228

ant updates that edges pheromone concentration according to alocal pheromone updating229

rule. The ant continues to take edges until a complete solution is formed. Once all ants230

have complete solutions, the pheromone along all edges is updated. This is called the global231

pheromone update. After a number of iterations the process completes, and the overall best232

found traversal is returned as the solution to the optimisation problem.233

Algorithm 1: High Level Ant Colony Optimisation
repeat

place ants;
repeat

foreach ant do

if path not complete then

follow state transition rule to choose next edge;
take edge and apply local pheromone update;

end

end

until all paths complete;
apply global pheromone update;

until terminated;
return best path;

State Transition Rule: The state transition rule is how ants determine what edge to
add to their solution. If an ant is at a vertex v, with outgoing edges Out(v), the simplest
used state transition rule is to choose a particular edge with probability corresponding to
its relative pheromone concentration. For an edge e in Out(v) the probability of taking this
edge, P (e) is given by:

P (e) = Pheromone(e)q
eÕœOut(v)

Pheromone(eÕ)

This means that an ant is more likely to take an edge known to give results, but the234

probabilistic factor means that alternate solutions will still be explored. It is also common235

to apply a heuristic factor, i.e. an approximation of that edges quality, to the probability of236

taking an edge. The e�ect of the pheromone relative to the e�ect of the heuristic can then237

be adjusted using to real-valued weighting parameters [9].238

Pheromone Updates: In combination with the state transition rule, pheromone updates
act as a mechanism for encouraging ants in future iterations to explore in the neighbourhood
of previously found good solutions. The global pheromone update occurs after each ant has
built is solution. First, some amount of the pheromone along all edges evaporates, that is it
is reduced by a linear factor ⁄ œ [0, 1] called the evaporation rate. For each edge e in E this
is characterized by the update:

Pheromone(e) Ω (1 ≠ ⁄) · Pheromone(e)
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This is a mechanism in place to make ants weight more recent information more heavily than
older information. Then, each ant applies to each of the edges involved in its solution an
amount of pheromone proportional to that solutions quality under the objective function. If
f is the objective function, and Pk is the solution found by the kth ant, the update for an
edge e is:

Pheromone(e) Ω Pheromone(e) +
ÿ

kœAnts

I
f(Pk) e œ Pk

0 e /œ Pk

In his revised version of the ant colony optimisation [10], Dorigo found that using an elitist239

global update gave better performance in general. This is a modification where only the240

best n ants of an interation are allowed to place pheromone along their path. In the same241

revision, Dorigo introduced the local pheromone update, where upon adding an edge to its242

partial solution an ant will slightly reduce the taken edge’s pheromone concentration. This243

discourages ants within the same iteration from taking the same set of edges, ensuring that a244

diverse set of solutions is tested in each iteration. Later work by Stüzle and Hoos found that245

performance is also improved if pheromone concentration is capped between a minimum and246

maximum level [14].247

3 Approximate Optimisation248

In the following section we detail the application of population based metaheuristic meth-249

ods to the optimal infinite scheduling problem for a double priced time automata A =250

(Q, qstart, X , �, E, I, Cost, Reward). There are several assumptions we will make regarding251

A:252

1. A is strongly reward diverging - This is to ensure that every infinite run of A has a253

defined cost to reward ratio.254

2. The invariants I of A in each location bound the values of every clock. This ensures that255

the reachable clock space is bounded and hence the corner point abstraction [4] can be256

used.257

3. A is deadlock free. That is for all reachable states s = (q, v) of A there exists some258

positive delay ” such that the state (q, v + ”) satisfies the location invariant at q and the259

guard condition of at least one jump from q. Intuitively this means that at all states, by260

letting time pass the automaton is guaranteed to be able to take a discrete transition.261

When considering the corner point abstraction, together conditions 2 and 3 ensure that262

starting from a particular vertex of the corner point an infinite execution will eventually263

cycle and repeat a corner point without reaching any ’dead ends‘. This fact is useful for264

generating cyclic executions of the automaton on the fly, without the need for backtracking.265

Our approach will consist of applying metaheuristic techniques in order to find cycles266

in the corner point abstraction that have a ratio that is as small as possible. The goal is267

to explore the state-space as e�ciently as possible to give a good solution, although the268

solutions that are found will not be provably optimal.269

In order to generate these cycles, we use a simply representation for the vertices of corner270

point abstraction, which we will refer to as a CP-state. For an automaton with k clocks, a271

CP-state s = (q, z, d) is a location q, alongside a pair of integer-valued vectors z and d with272

z = (z1, . . . , zk) and d = (d1, . . . , dk). The ith component of each vector is related to the273

ith clock of the automaton. The vector z gives the corner-point with which the CP-state is274

associated, while d defines the relative ordering of the fractional components of each clock.275

If ‘ is a very small positive real number, the CP-state (z, d) corresponds to the vertex of276

CVIT 2016
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the corner point abstraction associated with the corner point a = z, and with the region to277

which the point z + ‘ · d belongs.278

3.1 Ant Colony Optimisation279

As the corner point abstraction is a graph, we could theoretically apply ant colony optimisation280

directly in order to find a good cycle. However for this approach, as part of the pheromone281

function representation, we would need to store a value for each individual edge in the282

corner point abstraction. The upper bound on the number of vertices is of the order283

|Q| · |X |! · 2|X | ·
r

xœX (2cx + 2) [1], with the number of edges being even larger, so memory-284

wise this is not feasible. Instead we will approach the problem as a multi-step problem285

with two components. The first component is the problem of determining what sequence of286

discrete transitions of the automaton will compose the cycle. The second component is the287

problem of determining what delays to take between the discrete transitions.288

3.1.1 Simple Ant Colony Optimisation with Random Delays289

The simplest approach under this interpretation is to have the pheromone function assign val-290

ues to each of the jumps of the automaton. Given a DPTA A = (Q, qstart, X , �, E, I, Cost, Reward),291

we have pheromone function pheromone : E æ RØ0. Initially, before performing any explora-292

tion we set pheromone(e) = 1 for all e in E. In each iteration of the algorithm, each ant will293

be placed at a random CP-state of A. The ant will then build a solution by sequentially294

taking a delay transition (randomly) and then a discrete transition (based on pheromone),295

until it reaches a CP-state it has already visited. By our assumptions listed at the start of296

the chapter, this is guaranteed to occur and as such we will have a cycle from the repeated297

CP-state to itself. As we are only interested in the cycle itself, the path leading up to the298

cycle can be discarded.299

To choose a delay from a particular CP-state, the ant considers the set of delays that300

lead to a subsequent CP-state where at least one discrete-transition is enabled, as the next301

step requires choosing a discrete transition from that state. Due to the assumption of the302

automaton being deadlock-free this set of delays is guaranteed to be non-empty. A delay303

from this set is chosen with uniform probability.304

For this algorithm the state-transition rule will determine which jump of the automaton
an ant will take from a given CP-state s. The probability of taking a jump e depends on
both the pheromone concentration as well as the cost/reward ratio contributed by e, with
a smaller ratio leading to a higher probability. Let Out(s) be the set of jumps that can be
taken from s, the probability of taking a jump e in Out(s), P (e) is given by:

P (e) =
pheromone(e)– · ( Reward(e)

Cost(e)
)—

q
eÕœOut(s)

pheromone(eÕ)– · ( Reward(eÕ)
Cost(eÕ) )—

– and — are real valued parameters that allow for weighting the e�ect of the pheromone and305

the jump’s ratio when determining the probability.306

As per the standard implementation of ant colony optimisation, we have local and global
pheromone updates. As the local update, when an ant takes a jump e, the pheromone
concentration of e is scaled towards the initial value 1 by a linear decay factor µ:

Pheromone(e) Ω (1 ≠ µ) · Pheromone(e) + µ · 1
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The global update first has the pheromone along all edges reduced according to the evaporation
factor ⁄:

Pheromone(e) Ω (1 ≠ ⁄) · Pheromone(e)
Then we perform an elitist update based on the paths found. Let fli be the ith best cycle
found in this iteration, and n be the elitism factor, i.e. the number of top ants we are
considering. We update by:

Pheromone(e) Ω Pheromone(e) +
nÿ

i=1

I
(Ratio(fli))≠1

e œ fli

0 e /œ fli

Where (Ratio(fl))≠1 is the reciprocal of the ratio of fl, so a lower cost to reward yields a307

higher pheromone concentration. We also cap all pheromone values to be below a bound308

Pheromonemax. If we ever evaluate a reward/cost fraction where the cost is 0, we interpret309

this value as Pheromonemax to ensure all values are well defined.310

Using these steps as part of a standard ant colony optimisation algorithm we get a311

process that attempts to optimise the discrete transitions of runs in our DPTA. However, our312

pheromone function stores no information about the delay transitions being used, so these313

cannot be e�ectively optimised by this method. The next section introduces an approach to314

optimise both the discrete and delay transitions.315

3.1.2 Hybrid Ant Colony Optimsation316

Research has shown that with a modification to pheromone function representation, ant317

colony optimisation can be applied to optimisation for in continuous domains [12]. With318

further modification we can use this approach to solve hybrid discrete-optimisation problems.319

The optimal infinite scheduling problem can be constructed in this way. Choosing the jumps320

that form the cycle is the discrete problem, and choosing the delays is the continuous problem.321

This section will extend the previous method to utilize this hybrid approach. We are still322

considering paths within the corner point abstraction, but instead of choosing a delay and323

then a jump we choose a joint action consisting of both these parts: (”, e) where ” is the324

positive delay, and e is the jump.325

When considering what joint action to take, while the delay itself determines the cost and
reward contributed by the current location, the state that we delay to and take the jump
from has more of an impact over the automatons potential future behaviour. Therefore, our
new pheromone function should act as an estimator of the utility of taking a jump from
a particular state. As a jump can only be taken from its source location, we only need
to consider the valuation of the state and not its location. So for a k clock automaton,
we have Pheromone : Rk

Ø0
◊ E æ RØ0. A challenge here is the e�ective representation of

the pheromone function, as the domain is partially continuous. We would also like the
placement pheromone to a�ect not only the exact state the jump was taken from, but also
the neighbourhood around that state so as to inform later ants that similar states to this
might also be good candidates. As explored by Socha and Dorigo [12], a solution is to have
the pheromone function be a sum of k-dimensional Gaussian kernels. Given a center-point v

the Gaussian kernel Gv : Rk æ R is of the form:

Gv(x) = exp
3

≠ |v ≠ x|2

2‡2

4

where |v ≠ x| is the euclidean distance between v and x and ‡ is a constant defining the326

width of the curve. As seen in figure 1, the function gives a maximum of 1 at x = v and327

approaches 0 as x moves further away.328
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Figure 1 2D Gaussian kernel Gv(x) with v = (3, 4) and ‡ = 1

We can then define our pheromone function as a linear combination of these curves
centered at the points pheromone has been applied. For a particular jump e, let v1, . . . , vm

be the points at which pheromone has been applied, and ·1, . . . , ·m be the corresponding
concentration that was applied at each point. Each value ·i is the maximum height of the
corresponding curve, We also add the constant function 1 so that the initial pheromone
concentration at each point is 1 like in the previous method. Our pheromone function is then
given by:

Pheromone(x, e) = 1 + ·1 · Gv1(x) + . . . + ·m · Gvm(x)

Figure 2 shows an example of a pheromone function at a particular jump in a 1 clock329

automaton, where varying concentration of pheromone have been placed at x = 2, x = 6 and330

x = 12.
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Figure 2 Example 1D pheromone function for a particular jump

331

This method is easily represented by a list of centre points and concentrations for each332

jump of the automaton. Evaluation the function simply requires taking the value 1 and333

adding the corresponding Gaussian functions at the particular point, restricting the value if334

it exceeds our Pheromonemax value. As the computation time for this is linear in the number335

of curves present, we restrict the number of curves allowed to a number n, keeping only the336

most recent n curves for each jump.337
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The rest of the algorithm operates mostly the same as the previous with a few modifications.
As our pheromone function has changed, the state-transition rule is slightly modified. At
a given CP-state s the ant considers the set of all legal joint actions Actions(s) which is
the set of actions (”, e) such that s + ” satisfies both the current location invariant and the
guard of e. The probability of taking an action (”, e) depends on the pheromone value at the
state the discrete transition is taken from: Pheromone(s + ”, e), and the reward and cost that
this action contributes. We define the reward-cost ratio of an action (”, e) from a CP-state
s = (q, z, d) as:

Ratio(”, e, s)≠1 := Reward(q) · ” + Reward(e)
Cost(q) · ” + Cost(e)

The state -transition rule then gives the probability of taking an action (”, e) in Actions(s):

P (”, e) = Pheromone(s + ”, e)– · Ratio(”, e, s)≠—

q
(”Õ,eÕ)œActions(s)

Pheromone(s + ”Õ, eÕ)– · Ratio(”Õ, eÕ, s)≠—

The parameters – and — are weightings of each component as before. Local and global338

pheromone updates act as before, with the change that whenever pheromone is scaled,339

instead the height parameter of each component Gaussian curve is scaled, and whenever a340

value is added, a Gaussian curve with that height is added instead. To keep the number of341

Gaussian curves low, we set a small real valued constant heightmin. Whenever the scaling342

of a Gaussian function results in its height being less than heightmin, the curve is removed343

from that pheromone function.344

The remaining parts of the algorithm: iteration, elitist updating and returning of the best345

solution are identical to that of the simple ant colony optimisation method. The modified346

pheromone function and state transition rule gives a method for approximating the optimal347

infinite ratio of the automaton, that takes into account more information than the previous348

method, but has more significant time and memory requirements due to the pheromone349

function representation.350

3.2 Cycle Optimisation351

In the previous methods the delays for a given cycle of the automaton were determined352

approximately. In this section we introduce a method that, given a set of jumps forming a353

cycle in the automaton, will exactly determine the delays that give the best possible cost to354

reward ratio for that cycle. With this method, the optimal infinite scheduling problem only355

requires the trial of di�erent combinations of discrete-transitions.356

Let A = (Q, qstart, X , �, E, I, Cost, Reward) be a double-priced timed automaton, and357

let (ei)n
i=1

= e1, e2, . . . , en be a sequence of jumps such that ei = (qi≠1, –i, Gi, Xi, qi) œ E358

with q0 = qn, that is the edges of (ei)n
i=1

form a cycle in A. Given this sequence we359

wish to find a cyclic execution of A, fl = (q0, v0,0) ”0≠æ (q0, v0,1) e1≠æ (q1, v1,0) ”1≠æ . . .
en≠1≠≠≠æ360

(qn≠1, vn≠1,0) ”n≠1≠≠≠æ (qn≠1, vn≠1,1) en≠æ (q0, v0,0) with Ratio(fl) being minimal. As the jumps361

involved are fixed, this problem consists of finding optimal delays ”i such that fl is a valid362

execution. The valuations vi,j can then be derived from the delays. Note that unless all363

delays are 0, then for a solution to exist each clock must be reset by at least one jump, as364

such we will only consider sequences in which all clocks are reset at least once. To begin365

with, we will also assume that all invariant and guard conditions are closed, that is they only366

make use of the weak inequalities Ø and Æ.367

To solve this problem we will first derive a set of constraints that will ensure that fl is a368

valid execution. We then redefine the objective function and constraints with respect to a369
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new set of variables such that the constraints define a bounded polyhedron and the objective370

function is a quotient of a�ne functions. This will give a linear-fractional program that we371

can transform into a linear program to then solve. The constraints, objective function and372

solution are described in the appendix (Appendix A).373

This method gives a computable function CycleOpt : {en} æ R that maps to each374

sequence of jumps in the automaton forming a cycle, a real number that is the minimum375

achievable cost to reward ratio for that particular cycle. If a sequence e1, . . . , en is infeasible,376

that is no valid execution of the sequence of jumps exists, we set CycleOpt(e1, . . . , em) = Œ.377

The cycle optimisation can be extended to handle strict inequalities in guards, as described378

in the appendix (Appendix A.1).379

4 Ant Colony Optimisation with Cycle Optimisation380

The cycle optimisation algorithm can be applied in conjunction with ant colony optimisation381

to the optimal infinite scheduling problem. The ants are responsible for testing cycles382

consisting of di�erent jumps of the automaton, while the cycle optimisation algorithm returns383

the optimal delays as well as the best achievable cost reward ratio for a cycle composed of384

those jumps.385

The implementation of this algorithm operates largely the same as the simple ant colony386

optimisation algorithm discussed earlier. Ants traverse the CP-states of the automaton until387

they reach a cycle, informed by the pheromone function over the set of jumps. The di�erence388

occurs around the time of the global pheromone update. In the orginal algorithm each of the389

best k ants would place pheromone corresponding to the cycle it built. Instead, for each of390

these ants, the sequence of discrete-transition used in its solution e1, . . . , en are passed into391

the cycle optimisation method. CycleOpt(e1, . . . , en) is calculated, with the result being used392

to update the concentration of pheromone along each jump in the sequence. This reduces the393

drawback of using random delays during exploration, while still having the benefits of the394

simple pheromone function this enables. During the exploration ants are essentially finding395

feasible sequences of jumps, while the CycleOpt function finds the best ratio over a subset of396

these feasible cycles. This is beneficial as the CycleOpt function, the most computationally397

expensive part of the iteration, only needs to be executed for a small number of the candidate398

solutions. A drawback that remains in this method is that the pheromone function only399

informs what set of jumps to use, while the optimal achievable ratio depends on the exact400

sequence of jumps. The ratio varies on what order the jumps appear in as well as in how401

many times a jump is taken.402

5 Results403

This section details a the execution and results of several experiments designed to test the404

e�ectiveness of each of the above algorithms for solving the optimal infinite scheduling. Of405

interest are the ratios obtained, the time taken to do so, and the types of cycle structures406

each algorithm is best suited finding. Each algorithm was implemented in Java 8.407

Baseline Method As a baseline for comparison with the other algorithms, a method408

that simply explores the CP-states randomly was implemented. This method generates409

some number of random cycles in the corner-point abstraction, with the best found cycle410

being returned as the solution. At each decision point, which delay or jump to take is411

determined using a uniform distribution. The parameter tuning is described in the appendix412

(Appendix B).413
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5.1 Primary Experiment414

The primary experiment for evaluation consisted of running each algorithm on 175 randomly415

generated double priced timed automata. Each method was performed 10 times per automaton416

with the best found ratio, the average ratio and the average time taken to terminate being417

recorded. The test case generation (Appendix C) and optimal ratio calculation (Appendix D)418

are described in the appendix.419

5.2 Results and Discussion420

For each automaton, the best ratio that either the optimal ratio search or any of the five421

methods returned was recorded and used as a point of comparison. How frequently each422

method returned the best ratio for a given automaton was recorded. This is shown in table 1.423

Method Rate
Ant Colony with CO 61.5%
Simple Ant Colony 44.6%

Random 43.5%
Hybrid Ant Colony 38.2%

Table 1 Rates of finding the overall minimal
ratio on each of the 175 timed automata test cases

Method Normalized Avg.
Ant Colony with CO 1.131

Random 1.161
Simple Ant Colony 1.202
Hybrid Ant Colony 1.297

Table 2 Normalized average ratios across all
test cases. This is given by dividing the ratio
obtained in each trial by the best ratio found for
that automaton and then averaging these values
for each method

424

The algorithms making use of cycle optimisation performed the best by this measure,425

being the only methods to find the optimum in over 50% of the trials. Notably, the hybrid426

ant colony algorithm found the optimum less frequently than even the random method.427

The normalized average ratio found by each method was also recorded. This value is428

given by taking the ratio found in a particular trial and dividing by the best ratio found429

across all trials for the same automaton. A normalized average of 1.0 would suggest that the430

method found the optimum in every trial, with higher values suggesting worst performance.431

The normalised ratio gives a measure of how close the optimum the ratios returned by each432

method were. These results are shown in table 2.433

Ant colony optimisation with cycle optimisation gave the best performance by this434

measure. Interestingly the random method had the second best performance. However, this435

performance comes at a price, taking on average 9 seconds per trial, compared with 1 second436

per trial for the simple ant colony methods. The hybrid and random average 1.5 seconds per437

trial.438

Based on the results of this experiment, ant colony optimisation with cycle optimisation439

appear to be the best method for finding a profitable cyclic behaviour of a timed automaton.440

Although this method has a greater time requirement than the others, the improvement to441

the behaviours founds is likely to make this time increase worthwhile. Overall the hybrid ant442

colony optimisation algorithm was the worst at optimising the behaviour of the automaton,443

performing even worse than the baseline random method. It is possible that the pheromone444

representation more frequently led the algorithm astray rather than allowing it to improve445

upon its solutions in each iteration.446
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6 Additional Experiments447

In addition to the primary experiment, the methods were tested on automata with a particular448

structure to their optimal runs, to see how frequently these known optima were found.449

6.1 Jump Repetition450

This experiment tested how frequently each method found the optimal cycle when that cycle451

consisted of taking a particular jump n times followed by a high reward jump. Each test452

case had 2 clocks and a single location with 0 cost and reward. The jumps consisted of an453

enabling jump which allows the di�erence between the two clock values to increase by at454

most 1 each time it is taken, a payo� jump which can only be taken when the di�erence455

between the clocks is at least n and a set of k ‘noise’ jumps. All jumps have cost 1, with the456

enabling jump having reward 1, the payo� jump having reward 1000 and the noise jumps457

having rewards in the range 1 to 10. The payo� jumps reward dominates that of all others458

and hence the optimal ratio is obtained by the cycle where the enabling jump is taken n459

times and then the payo� jump is taken. Figure 3 shows the structure of the automata.460

Method Rate
Ant Colony with CO 52.4%
Simple Ant Colony 50.4%
Hybrid Ant Colony 15.4%

Random 10.4%
Table 3 Rates of taking the

optimal loop Figure 3 An example loop automaton. The optimal behaviour is
given by taking enabling n ≠ 1 times and then taking payoff

461

There were 50 test cases with n ranging from 1 to 10 and k ranging from 1 to 5. In462

each test case, each method was run 10 times. The percentage of these runs that found the463

optimal ratio were recorded. These results are shown in table 3. Figure 4 shows how the464

number of times the repeated jump was required to be taken a�ects how frequently each465

method found the optimal behaviour.466
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Figure 4 Rate of taking the optimal
loop, with respect to number of jumps.

Figure 5 An example sequence automaton of length 4.
The optimal behaviour is given by enabler1 æ enabler2 æ
enabler3 æ payoff

467

The two best performing methods were the simple ant colony optimisation, and ant colony468

optimisation with cycle optimisation. Notably these two methods use a pheromone function469

associated only with individual jumps, so a high pheromone concentration on the enabling470

jumps would cause these algorithms to take it more frequently.471
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6.2 Sequence Length472

This experiment consisted of test cases with one location where the optimal cycle consisted473

of taking a specific sequence of jumps of length n, again in the presence of k ‘noise’ jumps.474

All jumps had cost 1. Noise jumps had rewards between 1 and 10, the first n ≠ 1 jumps475

in the sequence had reward 100 and the final jump has reward 1000. The test case has n476

clocks, with the ith jump resetting the first i clocks and requiring that the first i ≠ 1 clocks,477

but not the ith have been reset, making it so the final jump is only possible to take if the478

first n ≠ 1 jumps have been taken in the correct order with no noise jumps (which reset all479

clocks) in between. The final jump’s high reward again dominates, making the set sequence480

the optimal cycle for the automaton. Figure 5 shows an example with an optimal sequence481

of length 4.482

There were 50 test cases with n ranging from 1 to 10 and k ranging from 1 to 5. In each483

test case, each method was run 10 times. The percentage of these 10 that found the optimal484

ratio were recorded. These results are shown in table 4. Figure 6 shows how the length of485

the optimal sequence a�ects how frequently each method found the optimal behaviour.486

Method Rate
Hybrid Ant Colony 100%

Ant Colony with CO 76.6%
Simple Ant Colony 73.6%

Random 27.2%
Table 4 Rates of taking the op-

timal sequence
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Figure 6 Rate of taking the optimal sequence, with respect
to number of jumps.

487

In this experiment the ant colony optimisation based methods greatly outperformed the488

other methods. Notably the hybrid ant colony optimisation algorithm found the optimal489

sequence in every single trial, despite performing very poorly in the other experiments. As490

the hybrid ant colony optimisation pheromone function varies over where in the clock space491

a jump is taken from. As what jumps can currently be taken depends on the resets of the492

jumps taken previously, the function is able to express some heuristic information about the493

impact of the order of the jumps. This result suggests that while in the general case the494

hybrid ant colony is less e�cient at finding a good behaviour, this pheromone representation495

is well suited to the cases where a very specific sequence of actions is required.496

7 Conclusion497

This investigation shows that in many cases it is possible to achieve optimal or near optimal498

strategies for double priced timed automata using variations of ant colony optimisation, and499

linear programming for cycle optimisation. However, it also shows that it is possible to500

engineer test cases with specific solutions that are di�cult for some heuristic search methods501

to find. Future work will work towards finding robust variations that are able to consistently502

produce near optimal strategies.503
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A Cycle Optimisation504

Constraints: We first derive a set of constraints over the clock valuations vi,j that limit505

the choice of delays to only those that result in a valid execution:506

1. vi,1 satisfies G(i+1) (mod n) as the jump e(i+1) (mod n) is taken from vi,1.507

2. If x œ Xi then, vi,0(x) = 0 as jump ei resets clock x.508

3. vi,j satisfies I(qi), as all valuations in the run must satisfy the corresponding invariant509

condition. As the location invariant defines a convex region in the clock-space, all510

valuations between vi,0 and vi,1 will also satisfy the invariant.511

4. vi,1 is a direct time successor of vi,0. That is, for each i there is a non-negative constant512

” (corresponding to the delay taken from vi,0) such that for x in X , vi,1(x) = vi,0(x) + ”.513

Note that while the first three conditions can easily be expressed in terms of clock di�erence514

constraints between the valuations, the final constraint cannot as the constant ” depends515

on the delay chosen for that step of the run. To get around this issue, we need to reframe516

the constraints with respect to the delays, rather than the valuations. To achieve this, we517

define a vector of variables t = (t0, . . . , tn) with ti :=
qi≠1

j=0
”j . ti can be thought of the total518

elapsed time between the beginning of the execution and taking jump ei. We then define519

each valuation with respect to these variables. In order to do so we first define a function520

lastReset : (0, . . . , n) ◊ X æ 0, . . . , n, which given an index and a clock gives the index of521

the most recent jump that reset that clock:522

lastReset(i, x) :=
I

max(j Æ i | x œ Xj) if such a j exists
max(j > i | x œ Xj) otherwise

523

As we are considering only sequences of jumps in which all clocks are reset, lastReset(i, x)524

is defined for all i = 0, . . . , n and all x œ X . The value of a clock at a given point of our525

sequence is simply equal to the total time elapsed since that clock was last reset, so we can526

use this function to define each valuation in terms of t, being careful to take into account527

the cyclical nature of the sequence:528

vi,0(x) :=
I

ti ≠ tlastReset(i,x) lastReset(i, x) Æ i

ti ≠ tlastReset(i,x) + tn lastReset(i, x) > i
529

530

vi,1(x) :=
I

ti+1 ≠ tlastReset(i,x) lastReset(i, x) Æ i

ti+1 ≠ tlastReset(i,x) + tn lastReset(i, x) > i
531

This definition of the valuations conveniently ensures that a run given in terms of t will satisfy532

several of the above constraints. Constraint 2 is satisfied as if x œ Xi, then lastReset(i, x) =533

i which implies vi,0(x) = ti ≠ ti = 0. Constraint 4 is almost satisfied, as for all x in534

X , vi,1(x) ≠ vi,0(x) = ti+1 ≠ ti, which does not depend on x, however we need to ensure that535

the delay this corresponds to is non-negative. To satisfy the rest of constraint 4, as well536

as constraints 1 and 3 we build a set of constraints C on t. To ensure the non-negativity537

of delays we add the constraints that ti+1 ≠ ti Ø 0 as ”i = ti+1 ≠ ti. Each clock value of a538

valuation vi,j is expressed as a linear combination of the elements of t, and each location539

invariant and jump guard is the conjunction of upper or lower bounds on these clock values,540

so adding these conditions expressed in terms of t to C ensures that all runs in our system541

will be valid. All the conditions in C are bounds on linear combinations of elements in t, and542

as the invariants bound the clock values, each ti is also bounded, hence C defines a bounded543

convex polyhedron over t.544
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Objective Function: The function we are trying to minimize is Ratio(fl) = Cost(fl)/Reward(fl),545

which we wish to express in terms of t. The cost and reward functions are:546

Cost(“) =
n≠1ÿ

i=0

Cost(qi) · ”i +
nÿ

i=1

Cost(ei)547

548

Reward(“) =
n≠1ÿ

i=0

Reward(qi) · ”i +
nÿ

i=1

Reward(ei)549

To get our objective function Ratio(t) we substitute ”i = ti+1 ≠ ti, giving:550

Ratio(t) =
qn≠1

i=0
Cost(qi) · (ti+1 ≠ ti) +

qn
i=1

Cost(ei)qn≠1

i=0
Reward(qi) · (ti+1 ≠ ti) +

qn
i=1

Reward(ei)
551

Solving the System: The set of polyhedral constraints C can be represented by the
inequality At Æ b, where A is a matrix with a column for each clock. Each row of A

corresponds to one of the constrains in C, with the matching entry in b being the bound on
that linear combination of members of t. As the objective function Ratio(t) is a quotient of
a�ne functions of t, this function in conjunction with our constraint matrix A, as well as the
implicit constraint that each ti be non-negative gives a linear-fractional program. To solve
the system we can first apply the Charnes-Cooper transformation [5] to give an equivalent
linear program. If we rewrite our objective function as

Ratio(t) = c · t + –

d · t + —

Our transformed system has variables y and ⁄ with:

y = 1
d · t + —

· t; ⁄ = 1
d · t + —

The equivalent linear program is then given by:552

minimize c · y + –⁄

subject to constraints Ay Æ –⁄

d · y + —⁄ = 1
553

If y
ú
, ⁄

ú is the solution to the linear program, the solution to the linear fractional program is554

t = 1

⁄ú y
ú. From this we can extract the optimal delays as ”i = ti+1 ≠ ti.555

The linear program can be solved with a method such as the simplex algorithm [6]. In556

the worst case this has time complexity O(2n), but it has been shown that on average the557

simplex algorithm terminates in polynomial time [13].558

A.1 Strict Inequalities in Guards559

As described, the cycle optimisation algorithm only works for DPTA whose guards and560

invariants contain weak inequalities (Æ and Ø). This is because linear programs require561

the feasible region to be closed for the precise optimum to exist. However we are interested562

in the minimum cost to reward ratio that infinite runs of the automaton can approach563

arbitrarily close to, even if this limit itself is not obtained from an actual run. This situation564

can arise when strict inequalities (< and >) are present in the guards on invariants of the565

DPTA. To solve the system in this case we replace all strict inequalities by weak inequalities566
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and construct and solve the linear program as before, obtaining the solution vertex t
ú. We567

then reintroduce the strict inequalities and check if their exists a feasible solution within an568

arbitrarily small neighbourhood around t
ú. If such a solution exists, runs of the automaton569

can approach the ratio obtained at t
ú by taking delays arbitrarily close to those given by570

this solution that are inside the feasible region. If not, this means that the feasible region is571

empty and that this sequence of jumps does not give rise to any valid cycles.572

Let activeÆ be the set of weak constraints in C that are active at t
ú, that is the573

constraints ai · t Æ bi such that ai · t
ú = bi. Let active< be the be the equivalent set of574

strong constraints ai ·t < bi. If this set is non-empty, the current solution is not feasible. Each575

active constraint defines a hyperplane in R|X | on which t
ú lies. To check if a neighbouring576

feasible solution exists, we determine if there exists a direction v that we can move in from577

t
ú that moves o� of all of the hyperplanes in active< without moving onto the wrong side of578

any other hyperplane. Such a direction requires that for all constraints ai · t < bi in active<,579

v · ai > 0 and for all constraints ai · t < bi in activeÆ, v · ai Ø 0. Such a v does not exist580

if for some active strict constraint the other active inequalities can be combined to derive581

a contradictory constraint. If a is the normal vector of a constraint in active<, the other582

constraints are contradictory if there exists a positive linear combination of normal vectors583

from activeÆ fi active< that gives ≠a, as this implies that both a · t < b and a · t Ø b are584

active constraints.585

Let n · t < b be an active strict constraint. Let ai = (ai,1, . . . , ai,k) be the ith active586

constraint at t
ú. We want to check if there exists a positive linear combination of these587

vectors –1 · a1 + . . . + –m · am, –i Ø 0 equal to ≠n. Let A be the matrix whose ith row is ai.588

We construct a linear program over (–1, . . . , –m):589

minimize –1 + . . . + –m

subject to constraints A
T ·

S

WU
–1

...
–m

T

XV = n

–1, . . . , –m Ø 0

590

If this program has a feasible solution then the constraint n · t < b is contradicted by the591

other active constraints, meaning that this sequence of jumps does not have a valid execution.592

This is checked for each constraint in active<.593

A.2 Ensuring Reachability594

While the execution found by the cycle optimisation algorithm satisfies all the guards and595

location invariants, the states involved are not necessarily reachable from the starting state596

of the automaton. To restrict the result to only reachable cycles, additional computation is597

required. Through the use of zones and the discrete-successor operation, we can construct598

the simulation graph - a graph whose nodes are locations paired with a zone representing599

a set of reachable states of the automaton and whose edges correspond to jumps of the600

automaton [11]. The simulation graph is constructed by performing a depth-first search601

beginning from a zone containing the starting state and its time successors. By taking all602

the nodes of the simulation graph associated with a given location we get a union of convex603

zones representing all the reachable valuations within that location.604

Given a sequence of jumps e1, e2, . . . , en to be optimised, let q be the location from605

which the jump e1 is taken from, and let Reach(q) = {Z1, . . . , Zk} be the set of reachable606

zones at q obtained from the simulation graph. To restrict to reachable cycles, the cycle607
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optimisation algorithm needs to be executed for each zone Zi in Reach(q). For each execution,608

the constraints defining Zi are added to the linear fractional constraint in the same way as609

the location invariant at q. This ensures that the states in q that the feasible cycles visit are610

contained in Zi and are therefore reachable. By definition, if one of the states of the cycle is611

reachable, the entire cycle is reachable. The algorithm is run for each zone in Reach(q), with612

the cycle giving the best ratio returned as the result.613

B Parameter Tuning614

For comparison between the di�erent methods, the total number of solutions evaluated was615

kept fixed at 3000. Several experiments were carried out to determine what combination of616

population size and number of iterations gave each algorithm the best average performance,617

measured in terms of the normalised average ratio the method returned over 10 trials with618

each set of parameters. The best performing parameters were then used for the main619

experiments. The ant colony optimisation algorithms perform best with population of 30620

ants over 100 iterations. For probability calculations the weighting for pheromone was – = 1621

and the weighting based on jump and location ratios was — = 1.5. The evaporation rate used622

is 0.05 and the decay rate in the local pheromone updates is 0.1. Elitist updates were used623

with the top 10 ants contributing in the global pheromone update.624

C Test Case Generation625

Test cases were procedurally generated, ensuring that each automaton met the assumptions626

of being strongly-reward diverging, deadlock free and bounded. The procedure for generating627

an automaton takes three inputs: the number of clocks C, the number of locations L, and628

the minimum number of jumps J . One test case was generated for each assignment of these629

variables with 1 Æ C Æ 5, L œ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25} and J taking values between L and 45630

inclusive at increments of 5. Generation of an automaton begins with a single location with631

no jumps.632

The automaton is built up by either adding a jump from a location to itself, or splitting a633

location into two. Splitting a location q consists of adding a location q
Õ with a jump from q634

to q
Õ. Either all of q’s inbound jumps are changed to have their destinations be q

Õ or all of q’s635

outbound jumps are changed to have their source be q
Õ. These processes are repeated until636

the required location and jump counts are reached. All locations have invariants restricting637

all clocks to be less than or equal to 20. Costs and rewards of locations and jumps take638

random integer values between 0 and 20, with the exception of jumps added as part of cycles,639

which have a minimum reward of 1 to ensure reward divergence. Guards and resets are also640

determined randomly.641

Zone based reachability analysis is used to check that all locations are reachable and all642

jumps can be taken from at least one state. Jump guards are randomly weakened until this643

is satisfied. Finally, the automaton is checked for deadlocks, again using zone based analysis.644

When a deadlock is detected an additional random jump is added that can eventually be645

taken from all states within that deadlock zone. This process repeats until the automaton is646

deadlock free. An example of one of the smaller automatons generated via this method is647

shown in figure 7.648
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Figure 7 A Generated DPTA with C = 3, L = 5, J = 5. Guards and invariants are denoted by
inequalities on the clock variables x, y, and z. X := 0 denotes a clock reset. C and R denote costs
and rewards respectively.

D Optimal Ratio Calculation649

To evaluate the e�ectiveness of the heuristic methods, it is desirable to know the actual650

optimal ratio for each generated timed automaton. As a feasible algorithm for calculating651

this ratio exactly does not currently exist, we instead find the optimal ratio up to a certain652

cycle length N . To do this we perform a depth first search to generate each discrete cycle653

of lengths from 1 to N and pass these into the CycleOpt function. If the branching factor654

of the timed automaton (the maximum number of jumps coming out of a single state) is b,655

then this procedure has worst case time complexity O(2N · b
N ). To balance the amount of656

time required and the degree of accuracy a maximum cycle length of 8 was used to process657

each of the 175 test cases.658
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